
 

Introducing Sun-Shade

Sure we can see the irony in spending 20 years creating rooms filled with sunshine and then creating a 

product intended to block the sun. But when 

deal of time in their sunrooms and sometime

Sun-Shades are custom designed for Sunrooms and Porch Enclosures

When ordered with a new sunroom, no additional measurements

with your sunroom and correctly installed by 

Sun-Shades provide excellent protection from the sun while preserving your view

Available with an openness factor of 3%, 5% or 14%

are simple, effective, and economical. They are not only private, but 

one smooth, easy motion. Often referred to as "sunglasses" for your windows, their ability to cut the glare 

makes them ideal for media rooms, studies, or any sun

Sun-Shades protect from the sun in 4 ways:

• Protect furniture from damaging Ultra 

Violet (UV) rays 

• Reduce glare 

• Diffuse light 

• Help control heat gain 
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Available Colors 

  Chalk 

  Alabaster 

  Pebblestone 

  Tobacco 

  Ebony 

  Greystone 
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